This paper presents a brief overview of some existing fractional order signal processing (FOSP) techniques where the developments in the mathematical communities are introduced; relationship between the fractional operator and long-range dependence is demonstrated, and fundamental properties of each technique and some of its applications are summarized. Specifically, we presented a tutorial on 1) fractional order linear systems; 2) autoregressive fractional integrated moving average (ARFIMA); 3) 1/ f α noise; 4) Hurst parameter estimation; 5) fractional order Fourier transformation (FrFT); 6) fractional order linear transforms (Hartley, Sine, Cosine); 7) fractal and 8) fractional order splines. Whenever possible, we indicate the connections between these FOSP techniques.
Introduction
In recent years, fractional order signal processing (FOSP) is becoming an active research area, due to the demand on analysis of long-range dependence/ self-similarity in time series, such as * Jan. 2007. Corresponding author. Center for Self-Organizing and Intelligent Systems (CSOIS), UMC 4160, College of Engineering, Utah State University, Logan, Utah 84322-4160, USA. Tel. 1(435)797-0148; Fax: 1(435)797-3054. URL: http://www.csois.usu.edu/ financial data, communications networks data and biocorrosion noise [1] . We will show that FOSP is essentially based on the idea of fractional order calculus (FOC).
Fractional order calculus is a generalization of the differential and integral operators [2] . It is the root of the fractional systems described by fractional order differential equations. The simplest fractional order dynamic systems include the fractional order integrators and fractional order differentiators. The autoregressive fractional integrated moving average (ARFIMA) model is a typical fractional order system. It is a generalization of autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model [3] . The traditional models can only capture short-range dependence; for example, Poisson processes, Markov processes, autoregressive (AR), moving average (MA), autoregressive moving average (ARMA) and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) processes [4] . For time series which possesses long-range dependence, ARFIMA models give a good fit. In LRD processes, there is a strong coupling between values at different times [5] . This indicates that the decay of the autocorrelation function is hyperbolic and decays slower than exponential decay, and that the area under the function curve is infinite. We can also say that their autocorrelation functions are power-law distributed. 1/ f noise is a signal that possesses long-range dependence. The power or square of some variable associated with the random process, measured in a narrow bandwidth, is roughly proportional to reciprocal frequency. In this paper, we will illustrate that the 1/ f noise could be the output of a fractional order system with input of white noise. The degree of LRD in time series is an-alyzed by estimating their Hurst parameter. Fractional Fourier transform based estimator has been proved by this research to have a better performance than the other existing estimators for many time series including fractional Gaussian noise, biocorrosion processes data and Great Salt Lake water-surface-elevation data. According to the concept of fractional Fourier transform, some other fractional Linear transforms have been developed in the literature such as fractional Hartley transform [6] , fractional Sine transform [7] and fractional Cosine transform [7] .
Finally, a brief explanation of fractals and fractional splines is presented. The purpose of this paper is to present a brief overview of various fractional order signal processing techniques.
Fractional Derivative and Integral
The historical developments culminated in two definitions which are based on the work of Riemann and Liouville (RL) on one hand and on the work of Grünwald and Letnikov (GL) on the other hand [8] . Before explaining these two definitions, it is necessary to introduce three related mathematical functions: Gamma function, Beta function, and Mittag-Leffler function [2] .
Three Special Functions
The gamma function extends the factorial function to noninteger numbers. It is used in the definition of fractional calculus. 
Γ(z) =
Note that z could also be complex. Then, if the real part of the complex number z is positive, the integral in (1) converges absolutely. Using integration by parts,
The beta function has a form similar to the fractional integral/derivative of many functions. It also called the Euler integral of the first kind defined by B(p, q) :=
(1 − u) p−1 u q−1 du, p, q ∈ R + .
Its solution can be defined in terms of gamma functions,
The Mittag-Leffler function is an important function that finds widespread use in the world of fractional calculus [2] . It arises out of the solution of non-integer order differential equations. The definition of the Mittag-Leffler is
The exponential function corresponds to the special case of E α (z) with α = 1.
Definitions and Derivations
The formulation of fractional integrals and derivatives was a natural outgrowth of integer order integrals and derivatives.
Let us start with
For the second order derivative, we know that
Similarly, for the third order derivative, we have
Therefore, in general, we get
in which
The Grünwald-Letnikov definition is given as
where
Similarly, the common formulation for the fractional integral can be derived directly from a traditional expression of the repeated integration of a function. This approach is commonly referred to as the Riemann-Liouville approach. It is shown in (12) that the formula, usually attributed to Cauchy, for evaluating the n-th integration of the function f (t).
for n ∈ N, n > 0. So,
for a, α ∈ R, α < 0; and
where a and t are the limits of a D α t f (t).
Properties
The properties of a D α t f (t) are summarized in the following [9] , [2] and [8] .
1. If f (t) is an analytic function of t, the derivative a D α t f (t) is an analytic function of t and α. 2. The operation a D α t gives the same result as the usual differentiation of integer order n. 3. The operator of order α = 0 is the identity operator. 4. Fractional operators are linear:
5. For fractional integrations of arbitrary order α > 0, β > 0, (Re(α) > 0, Re(β) > 0) the additive index law (semigroup property) holds:
6. Differintegration of the product of two functions
7. Laplace transform of a D α t : From the Grünwald-Letnikov definition:
From the Riemann-Liouville definition:
for n − 1 < α ≤ n, where F(s) = L{ f (t)} is the normal Laplace transformation.
Fractional Linear Systems

Transfer Function
Fractional linear system may be described by fractional differential equations [10] . The theory is supported by definitions of fractional derivative and integral. The integrators, differentiators and constant multipliers are the simplest of these systems. The lumped parameter linear systems are cascade, parallel or feedback of those simple systems [11] . Assuming that the coefficients of the equation are constant, the corresponding system is called a fractional linear time-invariant (FLTI) system. Define fractional linear time-invariant (FLTI) systems described by a differential equation with the following general form:
where D is the derivation operator and the α is the order of differentiation. According to (18) , applying Laplace transform to (20) , the following transfer function can be easily obtained, provided that Re(s) > 0 or Re(s) < 0.
Impulse Response
To obtain the impulse response from the transfer function, we start by considering the simple case:
in which α could be a fraction or a real number. According to Riemann-Liouville integral, the impulse response
Let us proceeding with a further step by considering the following transfer function:
For the inverse Laplace transform of (24), using the sum of the first q terms of a geometric sequence with α = 1/q we obtain:
The inverse Laplace transform of (25) is
For the transfer function (21), we can expand H(s) in partial fractions like (24) when it is in commensurate order. Invert each partial fraction and add the different partial impulse responses to get the full impulse response.
Autoregressive Fractional Integrated Moving Average
A typical fractional system is autoregressive fractional integrated moving average (ARFIMA) or fractional autoregressive integrated moving average (FARIMA) [12] . It is a generalization of autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model.
Moving Average Model (MA)
The notation MA(q) means a moving average model with q terms. An MA(q) model can be written as
for some coefficients θ 1 , ..., θ q . A moving average model is essentially a finite impulse response (FIR) filter.
Autoregressive Model (AR)
The notation AR(p) means an autoregressive model with p terms. An AR(p) model can be written as
for some coefficients φ 1 , ..., φ p . An autoregressive model is essentially an infinite impulse response (IIR) filter.
Autoregressive Moving Average Model (ARMA)
The notation ARMA(p, q) means a model with p autoregressive terms and q moving average terms. This model subsumes the AR and MA models,
Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA)
An ARIMA model ARIMA(p, d, q) is a generalization of ARMA model. The p, d and q are integers greater than or equal to zero and refer to the order of the autoregressive, integrated and moving average parts of the model respectively.
According to (30) , an ARMA(p, q) model can be written as
where L is the lag operator such that LX t = X t−1 , X t is a given time series and ε t are error terms. The error terms ε t are assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean such as Gaussian white noise. Then, the ARIMA model is generalized by adding a differ-encing parameter d to (31) .
where d is a positive integer.
A well-known special case, ARIMA(0, 1, 0) model, is given by:
which is simply a random walk when ε is a white noise.
Autoregressive Fractional Integrated Moving Average (ARFIMA)
The autoregressive fractional integrated moving average model is generalized by permitting the degree of differencing to take fractional values. The fractional differencing operator is defined as an infinite binomial series expansion in powers of the lag operator L. Fractionally differenced processes may exhibit longterm memory (long-range dependence) or antipersistence (short term memory) [12] .
The usefulness of this model has been proved by numerous studies. For instance, Diebold and ReRudebush applied ARFIMA to real GNP data [13] ], and will then be stationary and invertible [12] . This range is the most useful set of d.
process has a short memory, and decay monotonically and hyperbolically to zero. 3. When d = 0, the ARFIMA (p, 0, q) process can be white noise.
process is a stationary process with long memory, and is very useful in modelling long-range dependence (LRD). The autocorrelation of a LRD time series decays slowly as a power law function.
, the spectral density of the process is
as ξ → 0. Thus the ARFIMA (p, 1 2 , q) process is a discretetime "1/ f noise".
We may define a fractional stochastic process as the output of a fractional dynamic system [18] . The input could be simply white noise. Among various fractional random signals, the 1/ f noise is of special importance. The 1/ f noise is a random process defined in terms of the shape of its power spectral density S( f ). The power or square of some variable associated with the random process, measured in a narrow bandwidth, is roughly proportional to reciprocal frequency:
The typical spectrum of 1/ f noise is shown in Fig. 1 . Models of 1/ f noise were developed by Bernamont [19] in 1937 for vacuum tubes and by Mcwhorter [20] in 1955 for semiconductors. In [21] , Keshner referred several examples of 1/f noise. From his considerations, we may conclude that those signals seem to belong to one of two types: those with spectrum of the form 1/ f for every f and the others with that form only for f above a given value. This means that the former can be considered as the output of a fractional integrator, while the second may be the output of a low-pass fractional system with a pole near the origin. For the first case, the system can be defined by the transfer function H(s) = 1/s β and its impulse response h(t) = t β−1 /Γ(β) with 0 < β < 1. Let the input be a continuous-time stationary white noise w(t) with variance σ 2 . The output can be written in convolution form as follows:
The autocorrelation function of the output y β (t) is then,
There is an important property shown in (37) . The autocorrelation of the 1/f noise decays slowly as a power law function, which indicates the long-range dependence [22] .
Fractional Gaussian Noise
Fractional Gaussian noise is a kind of 1/ f noise. It is longrange dependent with power law behavior in all frequencies [23] . Alternatively, the FGN process can be defined as a process X i , i = 1, 2... satisfying the condition for any timescales k and l [23] 
where Z i is denoting the aggregated process of X i on the timescale k, Z j is denoting the aggregated process of X i on the timescale l, µ is the mean value of X i , the symbol d = stands for equality in distribution and H is a positive constant (0 < H < 1) known as the Hurst parameter. Hurst parameter will be discussed in detail in the next section.
It is shown in [23] that, the autocovariance function r(τ) of FGN X i is given by
Apart from small τ, this function is very well approximated by
which shows that autocorrelation is a power function of lag τ. Considering a continuous time process Y (t) with autocorrelation Cov(Y (t),Y (t + τ)) = cτ 2H−2 , c = H(2H − 1), we can also obtain (39) by making Y (t) discrete using time intervals of any length δ and taking X i as the average of Y (t) in the interval [iδ, (i + 1)δ]. This enables an approximate calculation of the power spectrum of the process as
which is a power law of the frequency ξ.
Since FGN is a very fundamental signal, many FGN generating methods have been proposed. For example, FGN can used as a benchmark signal to validate the accuracy of the proposed Hurst parameter estimators [24] . The relationship between fractional order dynamic systems, long range dependence and power law has been clearly illustrated in Fig. 2 Figure 2 . Relationship between fractional order dynamic systems, long range dependence and power law [25] Some widely used FGN generation methods are briefly reviewed below.
A Fast Fractional Gaussian Noise Generator [26]
This method is based on an algorithm to compute an approximation to discrete fractional Gaussian noise. The algorithm computes fast fractional Gaussian noise (FFGN) [26] as a sum of a low frequency term and a high frequency term. The high frequency term is a Markov-Gauss process and the low frequency term is a weighted sum of Markov-Gauss processes. Then, the FFGN is given by n , we define
The high frequency term X (H) i is used to compensate the deficiency due to the approximation leading to (44) . 
A Multiple Timescale Fluctuation Approach [23]
It is shown in [23] that the autocorrelation function of the FGN process at the basic timescale could be approximated by the weighted sum of exponential functions of the time lag. This observation can lead to an algorithm to generate FGN. The best (in terms of mean square error) approximation of (39) is given by the following equation
It should be mentioned that this algorithm is based on the same principle with the FFGN algorithm [26] .
A Disaggregation Approach [23] [5]
The disaggregation approach is a mathematical induction technique which is made possible by the expressions of the statistics of the aggregated FGN process [5] . The first step is sufficient to describe the method application. Assume that the generation is completed at the timescale k ≤ n and the time series will be generated at the next timescale k/2. In the generation step, the higher-level amount Z
Therefore, (46) can be used to generate Z 2i−1 can be generated from the linear relationship
where a 2 , a 1 , b 0 and b 1 are parameters to be estimated and V is innovation whose variance has to be estimated. The unknown parameters can be estimated according to the correlations in the form of Cor[Z
2iC1+ j ] = r j , where r j is given by (39).
A Symmetric Moving Average Approach [23] [28]
The symmetric moving average (SMA) approach is introduced by [28] , which could be used to generate stochastic process with any kind of autocorrelation structure. For an input white noise W i , the SMA filter takes the weighted average of a number of W i to produce the output, for example
where a j are the weights symmetric about a center (a 0 ) that corresponds to the variable W i and q theoretically is infinity but in practice can be restricted to a finite number. The autocovariance implied by (48) is
It is also shown in [28] that the discrete Fourier transform s a (ξ) of the a j sequence is related to the power spectrum of the process s r (ξ) by s a (ξ) = 2s r (ξ).
We can use (39) to approximate the inverse Fourier transform of s a (ξ) to get a j :
In the end, the generation scheme (48) with coefficients a j can lead to the SMA approach.
Hurst Parameter Estimation
The Hurst parameter H characterizes the degree of LRD. A process is said to have long range dependence when 0.5 < H < 1. A Hurst parameter satisfying 0 < H < 0.5 means that the process is negatively correlated, or anti-persistent. The middle value H = 0.5 is a special case because it defines two distinct regions in the interval (0, 1) and may suggest white noise.
Hurst (1951) formulated mathematically his discovery in terms of the so-called rescaled range, which is a storage-related feature of a time series [29] . Several types of models such as fractional Gaussian noise models, fast fractional Gaussian noise models, broken line models [30] , ARFIMA/FARIMA models, and symmetric moving average models have been proposed to reproduce the Hurst phenomenon when generating synthetic time series.
When the Hurst parameter is well defined and can be reproduced, how to correctly measure H from a given time series becomes a problem. Many methods have been proposed for Hurst parameter estimation. We will discuss them in more details in this section.
Time-domain Estimators 6.1.1 R/S Analysis [31]
Let R(n) be the range of the data aggregated over blocks of length n and S 2 (n) be the sample variance of the data aggregated at the same scale. For long-range dependent time series the ratio R/S(n) follows
where C H is a positive, finite constant independent of n. Thus, a log-log plot of R/S(n) versus n should have a constant slope as n becomes large. An important thing should be considered is choosing the values of n. For small n short-range dependence dominate and the readings may not be valid. A large n results in few samples and the value of R/S(n) will also not be accurate.
Aggregated Variance Method [32]
The aggregated variance method divides the original time series X = {X i , i ≥ 1} into blocks of size m and average within each block, that is, consider the aggregated series
for successive values of m. Then, divide the data, X 1 , ..., X N , into N/m blocks of size m, and calculate its sample variance
Since for FGN and ARFIMA, VarX (m) ∼ σ 2 m β as m → ∞ where σ is the scale parameter and β = 2H − 2 < 0, the sample variance Var(X (m) ) should be asymptotically proportional to m 2H−2 for large N/m and m, and the resulting points should form a straight line with slope β = 2H − 2, −1 ≤ β < 0.
Absolute Value Method [33]
For absolute value method, the data is divided in the same way as (53) to form aggregated series. Instead of computing the sample variance, the sum of the absolute values of the aggregated series is computed,
Then, the logarithm of this statistic is plotted versus the logarithm of m. For long-range dependent time series with parameter H, the result should be a line with slope H − 1.
Variance of Residuals Method [34]
Variance of residuals method was proposed in [35] . It involves several steps. First, divide the time series into blocks of size m. Then, within each of the blocks, calculate the partial sums of the series. Third, fit a least-squares line to the partial sums within each block and compute the sample variance of the residuals. In the end, repeat this procedure for each of the blocks, and average the resulting sample variances. We should get a straight line with a slope of 2H if the result is plotted on a log-log plot versus m.
Frequency-domain Estimators 6.2.1 Local Whittle Estimator [36]
Local Whittle estimator is a maximum likelihood estimator which assumes a functional form for the spectral density of the time series and seeks to minimize parameters based upon this assumption. In order to use local Whittle estimator, one must specify the functional form expected, typically either FGN or FARIMA. Errors may occur if the user fails to specify the model. Local Whittle is a semi-parametric estimation method.
Periodogram Method [37]
The periodogram is defined by
where ξ is the frequency and i = √ −1. For a series with finite variance, I(ξ) is an estimate of the spectral density of the series. A log-log plot of I(ξ) should have a slope of 1 − 2H close to the origin.
Wavelet Based Method
Wavelet analysis has been used with success to measure the Hurst parameter in recent years [38] , [39] , [40] , [41] , [42] , [36] , [18] , [43] , [44] and [45] [46]. To decide a suitable frequency-domain Hurst parameter estimation method for comparison, wavelet based estimator seems to be the right choice. Wavelets can be thought of as akin to Fourier series but using waveforms other than sine waves. The Hurst exponent is calculated from the wavelet spectral density by fitting a linear regression line through a set of x j , y j points, where x j is the octave and y j is the logarithm of the normalized power. The slope of this regression line is proportional to the estimate for the Hurst exponent. A 95% confidence interval can be given.
FrFT Based Estimator
In [47] and [48] , we proposed to use a fractional Fourier transform (FrFT) based estimator. It uses the spectrum calculated by FrFT for estimation. The FrFT based local estimator has proven to have better performances than other existing methods in extensive validation experiments performed in [49] .
Fractional Fourier Transform (FrFT)
Fractional Fourier transform may be considered as a fractional power of the classic Fourier transform [50] . The first idea of fractional power of the Fourier operator appears in 1929 [51] . Like the complex exponentials are the basis functions in Fourier analysis, the chirps (signals sweeping all frequencies in a certain frequency interval) are the basis in fractional Fourier analysis. Since FrFT can provide a richer picture in time-frequency analysis [52] and it is nothing more than a variation of the standard Fourier transform [53] , it can improve the performance of some signal processing applications. 
Formulation and Derivation
Let us start with interpretation of a variable along a rotated axis system. Like the time and frequency variables in the timefrequency plane, let x be the variable along the x-axis and ξ is the variable along the ξ-axis (Fig. 3) . Let x a and ξ a represent the rotated variables x and ξ, respectively. We have
where α F = aπ/2 is the rotating angle. It is always assumed that ξ a = x a+1 . Therefore, x a and ξ a are always orthogonal. If f (x) is a "time" signal of the variable x, it lives on the horizontal axis. Its Fourier transform (FT) F ( f (x)) = F(ξ) is a function of the frequency ξ, and hence it lives on the vertical axis. Fourier transform changes signal f (x) in time domain x to F(ξ) in frequency domain ξ, which corresponds to a counterclockwise rotation over an angle π/2 in the (x, ξ) plane. Since applying FT twice to f (x) results in
F 2 is called the parity operator. Thus, the time axis rotated over an angle π for F 2 .
Similarly, it follows that
which corresponds to a rotation of the representation axis over 3π/2. If we apply one more F , we should get another rotation over π/2, which brings us back to the original time axis. Therefore,
In conclusion, the FT operator corresponds to a rotation of the axis over an angle π/2 in the time-frequency plane.
There are six definitions of FrFT [50] . The most intuitive way to define FrFT is by generalizing the rotation concept of classical FT. Like FT corresponds to a rotation in the timefrequency plane over an angle α F = π/2, the FrFT will correspond to a rotation over an arbitrary angle α F = aπ/2 with a ∈ R.
For a more formal definition, FrFT can be defined through eigenfunctions. We can also start with defining the classical FT. According to (60) , the eigenvalues are all in the set {1, −i, −1, i} and thus FT has only four different eigenspaces. A possible choice for the eigenfunctions of the operator F that is generally agreed upon is given by the set of normalized Hermite-Gauss functions [54] :
where H n (x) = (−1) n e x 2 D n e −x 2 , D = d/dx is a Hermite polynomial of degree n. Therefore, there is an eigenvalue λ n such that
Thus, the eigenvalue for φ n is given by λ n = e −inπ/2 = λ n with λ = −i = e −iπ/2 representing a rotation over an angle π/2.
Similarly, FrFT can be defined for a rotating angle α F = aπ/2 by
Since any function f in the eigenspaces can be expanded in terms of these eigenfunctions f = ∑ ∞ n=0 a n φ n with a n = 1
we can get
For computational purposes, (65) should be changed to an integral representation by replacing the a n in the series by their integral expression in (64):
where in the last step Mehler's formula [55] has been used.
With the following expressions,
whereα F = sgn(sin α F ), we can obtain a more tractable integral representation of F as (71) .
where 0 < |α F | < π.
It is shown that defining via (71), the FrFT exists in the same conditions as in which the FT exists [50] . Therefore, we have proved the definition of FrFT in linear integral form as follows.
The ath order of fractional Fourier transform of f (x) is
Properties of the Kernel Function
Using the expressions in (73) and the interpretation of the FrFT as a rotation, it is directly verified that the kernel K a has the following properties [54] .
If K a (ξ, x) is the kernel of the FrFT as in (72), then
Convolution of FrFT
Since FrFT is a generalization of FT, it has similar properties as FT. Therefore we only mention the convolution property here. FT transforms a convolution in time domain into a product in frequency domain. This property remains true when it concerns the convolution of two functions in the domain of
FrFT of Some Common Functions
The fractional Fourier transform of some common functions can be derived by the use of (72) .
FrFT of Delta Function [50]
Here, α F is rotating angle of FrFT. As can be seen from (75) and (76), a delta function is transformed into a linear chirp function by the FrFT.
FrFT of a Sinusoid [50] FrFT
Notice that similar to the delta function, the FrFT of a sinusoid is also a linear chirp function.
FrFT of a Constant [50] FrFT
Since the DC term can be considered as a sinusoid with zero frequency, the result is a special case of the previous FrFT pair with τ = 0.
FrFT of a Chirp Function [50] FrFT α F {exp(iπχξ
The FrFT of a linear chirp function is also a linear chirp function with a special type of sweeping rate.
FrFT of a Gaussian Function [50] FrFT α F {exp(−πξ 2 )} = exp(−πξ 2 )
It is interesting to notice that the FrFT of a Gaussian function is still a Gaussian function. In fact, the result is independent of the transform angle α F . 
Fractional Hartley and Sine/Cosine Transform
This section is re-written in concise form based on [6] , [7] and [56] .
Fractional Linear Transform
The derivation of fractional Fourier transform can be generalized to fractional linear transform. Let T be a linear transform that maps function f (x) into the function g(ξ). Then, the corre- sponding fractional transform of T can be defined by
Let φ n (x) be an eigenfunction of linear transform T with eigenvalue λ n , then, we have
Similar to (66) , we can show that
where the transform kernel is defined by
Fractional Hartley Transform
Consider the well-known Hartley transform [6] defined by
where cas(xξ) = cos(ξx) + sin(ξx).
According to the linear fractional transform method, the fractional Hartley transform can be given by
where the Hartley kernel function is
where α = aπ/2. It is clear that the fractional Hartley transform g a H (ξ) of real function f (x) is complex valued except α = kπ/2 for integers k. Besides, the eigenvalues of Hartley transform
Thus, the period of fractional Hartley transform is 2. Moreover, the relationship between fractional Fourier transform and fractional Hartley transform can be derived as
Fractional Cosine and Sine Transforms
The fractional cosine and sine transforms [7] are now actively used in optics and signal processing.
The Cosine transform is defined as
The Sine transform is defined as
In [7] , the fractional Cosine/Sine transforms have been derived by taking the real/imaginary parts of the kernel of FrFT. A huge amount of applications of FOC are motivated by the research of fractals. In 1967, Mandelbrot investigated selfsimilarity in papers such as "How Long Is the Coast of Britain? Statistical Self-Similarity and Fractional Dimension" [57] . After that, Mandelbrot introduced the word "fractal" to denote an object whose Hausdorff-Besicovitch dimension is greater than its topological dimension [58] . He illustrated fractals with images based on recursion in [58] .
A fractal is a geometric shape which is self-similar and has fractional dimension. Self-similar has the same meaning as longrange dependence. But for a geometric shape, a simple explanation of LRD could be a small part of the shape has a similar appearance to the full shape. Figure 11 is an example of fractals, which is from [59] . 
Fractal Dimension (FD)
"In fractal geometry, the fractal dimension is a statistical quantity that gives an indication of how completely a fractal appears to fill space, as one zooms down to finer and finer scales" [60] . Fractals can have non-integer dimensions like 2.5. That is, while we are in the 3 dimensional space, looking at a piece of paper which is in 2 dimension, fractals are in between the integer dimensions. However, fractals always have a smaller dimension than what they are on. If you draw a Koch's Curve [61] on a plane, the fractal can't have a dimension higher than the plane which is 2.
It can be assumed that for any fractal object (of size P, made up of smaller units of size p), the number of units (N) that fits into the larger object is equal to the size ratio (P/p) raised to the power of d, which is called the Hausdorff dimension [62] .
There are some other ways to define fractional dimensions such as box-counting dimension [63] , information dimension [64] , and the correlation dimension [65] .
As an example of calculating FD, consider Sierpinsky triangle shown in Fig. 11 . It contains 3 identical triangles, each of which requires 2X magnification to become identical to the entire figure. The fractal dimension is then log 3/ log 2, which is approximately 1.58.
Long-range dependent time series can also be described by a fractal dimension D which is related to the Hurst parameter through D = 2 − H [66] . Here, the fractal dimension D can be interpreted as the number of dimensions the signal fills up. Besides, porous media model for the hydraulic system has fractal dimension [67] . For example, the so called "porous ball" built by the French group CRONE has been used in car's hydraulic circuit. When the hydraulic gas passes through the "porous ball", the pressure/speed shows a fractional order dynamics which is apparently related to the FD of the ball [68] . Also, the preparation of nanoparticles coated bio-electrodes is by polishing the surface with fractal shapes. In addition, the diffusion behavior of bioelectrochemical process will be fractional order dynamic, which is related with FD [59] .
Fractional Splines 10.1 Splines
The first mathematical reference to splines was discovered by Schoenberg in 1946 [69] . They are used for smoothing polynomial approximations. A wide class of functions that are used in applications requiring data smoothing can be referred to as splines [70] . In [71] , splines have been used to minimize the measures of roughness.
A polynomial spline is a piecewise polynomial function [72] . In its most general form a polynomial spline S : [a, b] → R consists of polynomial pieces P i : [x i , x i+1 ] → R, where the knots satisfy a = x 0 < x 1 < ... < x k−2 < x k−1 = b. The given k ponits x i are called knots. The vector x = (x 0 , ..., x k−1 ) is called a knot vector for the spline. If the polynomial pieces on the subintervals [x i , x i+1 ], i = 0, ..., k − 2 all have a degree of at most n, the spline is said to be of degree ≤ n or of order n + 1 [73] .
Fractional Splines
The fractional splines are a generalization of Schoenberg's polynomial splines for all fractional orders [74] . They involve the fractional operator and many techniques derived from wavelet and approximation theory. The piecewise power functions of fractional degree a are the basic configuration of fractional splines. Since the natural building blocks for the fractional splines are Liouvillés one-sided power functions, the fractional splines of degree a with the increasing sequence of knots {x k } k ∈ Z as functions that can be written in the following form:
where the x k 's are the knots of the spline. x a + = max(0, x) a is one sided power function.
Before the fractional B-splines are discussed, a relevant definition should be given as
Similar to the classical B-splines, [74] defines the fractional causal B-splines by taking the (α + 1)th fractional difference of the one-sided power function Figure 12 is an example of fractional B-splines with a > 0 [74] . Figure 12 . The fractional B-splines [74] The fractional splines have the following properties [74] : 1) If a is an integer, fractional splines are equivalent to the classical polynomial splines.
2) The fractional splines are a-Hölder continuous for a > 0.
3) The fractional B-splines satisfy the convolution property and a generalized fractional differentiation rule. Besides, they decay at least like x −a−2 .
4) The fractional splines have a fractional order of approximation a + 1. 5) Fractional spline wavelets essentially behave like fractional derivative operators.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have given an overview of some existing fractional order signal processing (FOSP) techniques where the developments in the mathematical communities are introduced; relationship between the fractional operator and longrange dependence is demonstrated, and fundamental properties of each technique and some of its applications are summarized. Specifically, we presented a tutorial on 1) fractional order linear systems; 2) autoregressive fractional integrated moving average (ARFIMA); 3) 1/ f α noise; 4) Hurst parameter estimation; 5) fractional order Fourier transformation (FrFT); 6) fractional order linear transforms (Hartley, Sine, Cosine); 7) fractal and 8) fractional order splines.
We believe that FOSP techniques will keep developing and in many realistic applications, FOSP will find more and more unique place that conventional signal processing methods cannot even deliver the answer. It is expected the FOSP will become a more dedicated research field with a strong emphasis on application driven scenarios.
